Is It Public Domain?
Want to use someone else’s art in your art? Let’s see if it’s legal! *
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What is workfor-hire?
Work-for-hire refers to
situations in which a
creator of a work does
not retain the rights
to that work – in many
cases the employer
owns the copyright.
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A note on copyright notices:

Copyright lasts
author’s life
+70 years
Earliest PD: 2048

Example: © 2018 Erika Schnatz

Copyright
duration: lesser
of publication
+95 years or
creation date
+120 years

A copyright notice is not mandatory on work
published after 2002, but is highly recommended.
Notices should contain:
• The © symbol; the word “copyright”;
or the abbreviation “copr.”
• The year of first publication
• The name of the copyright owner

* This flowchart applies to works made in the United States. This visual is provided for informational purposes only. This
flowchart does not constitute legal advice; proper advice from a legal professional should be sought when necessary.
** Public domain (sometimes abbreviated PD) dates are calculated from January 1, 2018.
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